Tech., 58; Exeter, 0.

The good work was resumed on Wednesday before last, when Exeter was badly defeated in an exceedingly lively game on the South End grounds. The Exeter team was of about the same weight as ours, but their play was inferior to former years, which, coupled with Tech's remarkable progress, made the score unusually large. The game was called at 3:45, Tech. having the ball. Seven yards were made on the V, and quick gains through the center followed. Then Andrews rushed the ball for twenty yards, and Johnson for twelve more, being stopped by Baumer in a very pretty tackle. From here the ball was pushed over the line for a touchdown five minutes from commencement of play. Andrews failed for goal. Tech., 4; Exeter, 0. Seymore made seven yards for Exeter on the V. Thomas and Gage followed with small gains, but Gage dropped the ball and Abbott fell on it. Tech. fumbled a little and Andrews punted on the third down. Exeter could not gain, and Moore punted to the 20-yard line. The ball bounded away from Andrews, and Hollister fell on it. Thomas made five yards, but Tech. held for four downs. Exeter now got through well and regained the ball on the 10-yard line, but Abbott spoiled their chance after the third down by a clever tackle of Gage. Simonds went down the field for twenty yards, and immediately after for twenty-five more. Johnson added twenty to this and Simonds went over the line, cleverly dodging Moore. Andrews kicked the goal. Score, 10–0.

Exeter made fifteen yards on the V, but stopped there in four downs. Tech. made small center gains, and then Dearborn ran around the right end for sixty yards and a touchdown. Andrews kicked the goal. Score, Tech., 16; Exeter, 0.

Exeter made eight yards on the V, and Johnson's off side play gave them five more. Tech. held here, and Dearborn rushed for forty yards, being finally tackled by Gage. Simonds soon after went over the line for the fourth touchdown. Andrews kicked the goal. Score, 22–0. Exeter could not gain after the V, so Tech took the ball, and Andrews, Dearborn, and Simonds quickly carried it to the 25-yard line. Andrews then added fifteen yards more, being finely tackled by Thomas with a clear field before him. Only thirty seconds remained, but they were sufficient for Dearborn, who made the next touchdown. Andrews kicked a hard goal. Score, Tech., 28; Exeter, 0.

In the second half Exeter started with the ball and made twelve yards. After three downs Moore punted for twenty yards, but Andrews caught the ball on the run and took fifteen back. Simonds and Dearborn then quickly rushed over the line and Andrews kicked the goal. Score, Tech., 34; Exeter, 0.

Two more touchdowns quickly followed from good rush-line work and long runs by Dearborn and Simonds. Andrews kicked both goals. Score, Tech., 46; Exeter, 0.

Tech. fumbled badly, and Andrews kicked to Exeter's 10-yard line. Exeter now played a little stronger, and was aided by Tech.'s bad off side play; but Moore was soon forced to punt, and it was Tech.'s ball in the center of the field. Johnson made seven yards, and then Dearborn ran around right end for fifty and a touchdown. Andrews kicked the goal. Exeter fumbled as usual after the V, and Tech. quickly gained the ball. Almost immediately Johnson went through the Exeter line, and shaking off separately two rushers and the